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Chapter 4

A NOTE ON THE MAXIMUM
TERMS OF COMPOSITE ENTIRE
FUNCTIONS
4.1

Introduction, Definitions and Notations.

f be an entire function defined in the open complex plane C. The
maximum term J.L(r, f) off = 2.."::anzn on lzl = r is defined by J.L(r, f) =
Let

00

n=O

max (ian Irn). To start this chapter we just recall the following definitions.
n~O

Definition 4.1.1 The order P! and lower order AJ of an entire function f
is defined as follows:
logf2l M(r, f)
. . flogfZJ M(r, f)
,
P! = hmsup~·---:--'-----'- an d Af = 11mm
r-->oo
1ogr
1ogr
r-->oo
.

where logfk] x

=

log(logfk-l] x) for k

= 1, 2, 3, ... and logfo] x = x.

Definition 4.1.2 The hyper order P! and hyper lower order AJ off is defined
by
.
logf3l M(r, f)
,1" • flogf3J M(r, f)
and /\f = Imm
P! = hmsup
.
r-->oo
logr
1og r
r-->oo

The results of this chapter have been published in International Journal of Contemporary Mathematical Sciences, see (20].
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Since for 0

< r < R,
f.L(r, f)

R

< M(r, f) < R _ rf.L(R, f),

it is easy to see that
.
logl21f.L (r, f) ' - 1" . flogi2J f.L(r, f)
PJ=hmsup
, /\f- rmm
1
.
r->oo
ogr
1ogr
r--.oo
and

.
logl31f.L(r, f) ,- - 1" • flogi3J f.L(r, f)
PJ=hmsup
, /\f- Imlll
1
.
r->oo
ogr
1ogr
r->oo
Somasundaram and Tharnizharasi [60] introduced the notions of
L-arder, L-lower order and L-type for entire functions where L- L(r) is
a positive continuous function increasing slowly i.e., L(ar) "'L(r) as r......, oo
for every constant 'a'. Their definitions are as follows:

Definition 4.1.3 {60}The L-arder
function f are defined as follows:

PJ and L-lower order AJ of an entire
logl21M(r, f)
>. 1 = hmmf
r--.oo
1og [r L( r )] .

logl21 M(r, f)
and
. PJ =hmsup
1og [r L( r )]
r->oo
L

.

L

.

.

When f is meromorphic, then
L
.
logT(r, f)
L
. . logT(r, f)
[ L( r )] .
and
>.
=
hmmf
[
p1 = hmsup
L(
)]
1
r--.oo 1og r
r->oo 1og r
r

Definition 4.1.4 {60}The L-type
PJ is defined as
.

L
O"f

=

of an entire function f with L-arder

li
log M(r, f)
msup
L
,
r->oo
[r L(r)]PI

For meromorphic f, the L - type
L
O"f

O"J

.

= hmsup
r--.oo

0

< PJ < oo.

becomes

O"J

T(r,f)
L'

[r L(r )]PI

0

L

< p1 < oo.

With the help of the notion of maximum terms of entire functions,
Definition 4.1.3 and Definition 4.1.4 can be alternatively stated as follows:
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Definition 4.1.5 The L- order pJ and the L -lower order .AJ of an entire
function f are defined as follows:
logl2l J-L(r, f)
L
.
.
logl2l J-L(r, f)
p1 = hmsup
l og [r L( r )]
r->oo
1og [r L( r )] and >- 1 = hmmf
r->oo
L

.

When f is meromorphic, then pJ and .AJ cannot be defined in the above
way.
Definition 4.1.6 The L- type CTJ of an entire function f with L- order pJ
is defined as
L
log J-L(r, f)
L
.
CJ! = 1rmsup
L ,
0 < PJ < oo.
r--->oo
[rL(r)JPI

For meromorphic f, the L - type CTJ cannot be defined in the above way.
Juneja, Kapoor and Bajpai [31] defined the (p, q)th order and
(p, q)th lower order of an entire function f respectively as follows:
.
logWlAf(r,f)
PJ(p,q) = hmsup
[J
r->oo
log q r

and

.

AJ(P, q) = hminf
r->oo

logWl A1(r, f)
[J
log q r

where p, q are positive integers with p > q.
When f is meromorphic, one can easily verify that
.
logw- 11T(r, f)
PJ(p,q) = hmsup
J
r->oo
log 1q r
. . logw- 11T(r, f)
and .X 1(p,q)=hmmf
[]
,
r->oo
log q r
where p, q are positive integers and p > q.
With the notion of slowly changing function one can easily define
the following :

Definition 4.1. 7 The L- (p, q)th order and L- (p, q)th lower order of an
entire function f are respectively defined as :
L
)
1'
logWl A1(r, f)
p1 (p,q = rmsup
[q] [ L( )]
r->oo 1og
r r
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and
When

,L(

AJ

)
. . flog[plM(r,f)
p, q = hmm
[J
.
r-->oo logq [rL(r)]

f is meromorphic one can easily verify that
L! (p

P

q)
'

=

lim sup-lo..=.g[p,-,1_]T---'('---r,:. . :f..:. .)
r-->oo log [qJ [r L( r )]

log[p- 1] T(r, f)
>.1 (p,q)=hmmf
[]
,
r-->oo log q [r L(r )]
L

and

.

.

where p, q are positive integers and p > q.
In view of the notion of maximum terms of entire functions, Definition 4.1.7 can be restated in the following way:

Definition 4.1.8 The L- (p, q)th order and L- (p, q)th lower order of an
entire function f are respectively defined as :

L( ) l"
log[pJ p,(r, f)
PJ p, q = 1msupl
[q] [ L( )]
r-->oo og r r
and

L

log[pl p,( r, f)
[]
,
r-->oo logq [rL(r)]

.

.

>.1 (p,q)=hmmf

where p, q are positive integers and p > q.
When f is meromorphic, then pj(p, q) and >.j(p, q) cannot be
defined in the above way.
The more generalised concept of L - order and L - type of entire and
meromorphic functions are L * - order and L * - type respectively. Their
definitions are as follows:

Definition 4.1.9 The L* - order, L* - lower order and L* -type of a
meromorphic function f are defined by
L*

.

log T(r, f)

p1 = hmsup
[ L(rl],
r-->oo log re

>.L*
f

=

liminflogT(r,f)
r-->oo log [reL(r)]
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and
L*

(Jf =

.

hmsup
r->oo

When

f

T(r, f)
L*,
[reL(r)]Pt

L*

0 < PJ < oo.

is entire, one can easily verify that
2
logl 21 M(r, f) ,L•
. . flogl 1 M(r, f)
/\! = 1lmln
Pt = hmsup
r->oo
log [reL(r)]
r->oo
log [reL(rl] ,

L*

.

and
.

L* _

(Jf- 11msup
r->oo

log M(r, f)

L*,

[reL(r)]Pt

L*

O<p1 <oo.

In view of the notion of maximum terms of entire functions we
may state the following definition.
Definition 4.1.10 The L*- (p, q)th order and L*- (p, q)th lower order of
an entire function f are respectively defined as:

L*

.

Pi (p, q) = limsup
r->oo

and

logiPI JL(r, f)
[q] [ L( l]
1og re r

L* ( ) l" . f logiPI JL(r, f)
.A.1 p,q=lmm
II[
]'
r->oo log q reL(r)

where p, q are positive integers and p > q.
When f is meromorphic, then pf(p,q) and .A.f(p,q) cannot be
defined in the above way.
Singh [61] proved some theorems on the comparative growth
properties of logl21JL(r, fog) with respect to logl21JL(rA, f) for every positive
constant A. In the chapter we further investigate the comparative growths
of maximum term of two entire functions with their corresponding left and
right factors on the basis of L - (p, q)th order and L - (p, q)th lower order
where p, q are positive integers and p > q.

4.2

Theorems :

In this section we present the main results of the chapter.
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Theorem 4.2.1 Let f and g be two entire functions such that 0 < A.J09 (p, q) <
PJo9 (p, q) < oo and 0 < p~(m, q) < oo where p, q, m are positive integers
such that q < min {p, m} . Then for any integer A
.) . . flog[plJ.L(r,fog) < PJo9 (p,q) <l.
log[plJ.L(r,Jog)
(~ 1Imm
Imsup
[ J
.
r->oo log[m] J.L(rA,g) - Ap~(m, q) r->oo
logm J.L(rA,g)

Further if A.~ (m, q) > 0 then
A.Jog(p, q) < lim inflog[pl J.L(r, fog) < A.Jog(P, q)

(ii)

Ap~(m,q)-

r->oo

- AA.~(m,q)

log[m]J.L(rA,g)

.
log[plJ.L(r,Jog) < PJo9 (p,q)
<lImsup
[ J

-

r->oo

logmJ.L(rA,g)

-AA.~(m,q)

.

and
... ) . . flog[pl J.L(r, fog) < . { A.Jo9 (P, q) PJo9 (p, q) }
(~~~ 1Im m
[ J
min
,
r->oo

<max

-

logm J.L(rA,g) -

AA.~(m,

q)

Ap~(m,

q)

A.Jo9 (P, q) PJo 9 (P, q) } < .
log[pl J.L(r, fog)
,
.
1Imsup
{ AA.~(m, q) A~(m, q) - r->oo log[m] J.L(rA, g)

Proof. (i) From the definition of L- (p, q)th order we have for arbitrary
positive E and for all large values of r,

and for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity,
log[m] J.L(rA, g)

> A (p;(m, q) - r:) log[q] [r L(r)].

(4.2)

Now from (4.1) and (4.2) it follows for a sequence of values of r tending to
infinity,
log[pl J.L(r, fog) < PJo9 (p, q) + E
log[m] J.L(rA, g) -A (~(m, q)- r:) ·
As

E

(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that
. . flog[plJ.L(r,fog) < PJo9 (p,q)
lIilllll
.
r->oo log[m] J.L( rA, g) - Ap~ (m, q)

(4.3)
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Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity,
log[pl J-t(r, fog)>

(PJog(P, q)- E) log[q] [rL(r)].

(4.4)

Also for all sufficiently large values of r,

So combining (4.4) and (4.5) we get for a sequence of values of r tending to
infinity,
log[pl J-t(r, fog) > PJo9 (p, q) - f
loglm] J-t(rA, g) - A(p~(m, q) +E)"
Since

f

(> 0) is arbitrary it follows that
.
log[pl J-t(r, fog)
11msup . [ J
r->oo

> PJog(p, q)

logm J-t(rA,g) - Ap~(m, q)

.

(4.6)

Thus (i) follows from (4.3) and (4.6). •
(ii) From the definition of L- (p, q)th lower order we have for arbitrary
positive f and for all large values of r,
log[pl J-t(r, fog)

>

(AJ09 (p, q)- E) log[q] [rL(r)].

(4.7)

Now from (4. 5) and (4. 7) it follows for all large values of r,
log[pl J-t(r, fog)
> AJo9 (p, q) - f .
loglmJ J-t(rA, g) - A(p~(m, q) +E)"

----=::--,-:.;...:...c.-=-....::_:_

As

f

(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that

r .

flog[pl J-t(r, fog) >
;::~ loglmJ J-t(rA, g) -

1

AJ09 (p, q)

Ap~(m, q)"

(4.8)

Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity,
log[pl J-t(r, fog)
and for all large values of r,

< (>-Jo9 (p, q) + ti) log[q] [rL(r)]

(4.9)
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So combining (4.9) and (4.10) we get for a sequence of values of r tending to
infinity,
log[pl JJ(r, fog)
AJ09 (p, q) + E
loglml JJ(rA, g) < A()...f(m, q)- c)·
Since

E

(> 0) is arbitrary it follows that
. . flog[pl JJ(r, fog) < AJo9 (p, q)
llmm
r->oo loglml JJ(rA, g) - A)..,f(m, q)

(4.11)

0

Also for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity,
loglml JJ(rA,g) <A ()...;(m,q)

+E) loglql [rL(r)].

(4.12)

Now from (4.7) and (4.12) we obtain for a sequence of values of r tending to
infinity,
log[pl JJ(r, fog)
AJ09 (p, q) - E
loglml JJ(rA, g) > A()...f(m, q) +E)·
As

E

(> 0) is arbitrary we get that
log[pl JJ(r, fog) > AJo9 (p, q)
.
l1msup
.
1 1JJ(rA,g) - A)..,t(m, q)
r->oo
logm

(4.13)

Again from (4.1) and (4.10) it follows for all large values ofr,
log[pl JJ(r, fog) < PJo9 (P, q) + E
loglml JJ(rA, g) - A()...t(m, q)- c)'
As

E

(> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that

log[piJJ(r,fog) < PJo9 (p,q)
.
l lmsup
I
r->oo
loglm JJ(rA,g) - A)..,t(m, q)

0

(4.14)

·Thus (ii) follows from (4.8),(4.11),(4.13) and (4.14).
(iii) Combining (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.2.1, (iii) follows.
Theorem 4.2.2 Iff and g be two entire functions with p~(m, q) < oo and
PJ09 (p, q) = oo, then for every positive number A,

log[pl JJ( r, f o g)
.
llmsup
I I
= oo,
r->oo
log m JJ(rA, g)

where p, q, m are positive integers with q < min {p, m}.
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Proof. Let us assume that the conclusion of Theorem 4.2.2 do not hold.
Then there exists a constant B > 0 such that for all sufficiently large values
of r,
log[pl p,(r, fog) < B log[m] p,(rA, g).
(4.15)

Again from the definition of p~(m, q) it follows that
log[mlp,(rA,g) < (p;(m,q)+t:)Alog[ql[rL(r)]

(4.16)

holds for all large values of r. So from (4.15) and (4.16) we obtain for all
sufficiently large values of r,
log[pl p,(r, fog) < (p;(m, q) + t:)AB log[q] [r L(r)].

(4.17)

From (4.17) it follows that PJo9 (p, q) < oo.
So we arrive at a contradiction. This proves the theorem. •
Remark 4.2.1 If we take py(m, q) < oo instead of ~(m, q) < oo in
Theorem 4.2.2 and the other conditions remain the same then the theorem
remains valid with g replaced by f in the denominator as we see in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.3 Iff and g be two entire functions with py(m, q) < oo and
PJa9 (p, q) = oo, then for every positive number A,

.
log[pl p,(r, f o g)
l1msup
[
= oo,
r-->oo
log m 1 p,(rA, f)
where p, q, m are positive integers with q < min {p, m}.

Proof. Let us assume that the conclusion of Theorem 4.2.3 do not hold. Then
there exists a constant B 0 > 0 such that for all sufficiently large values of r,

log[pl p,(r, fog) < Bo log[m] p,(rA, f).

(4.18)

Again from the definition of py(m, q) it follows that
log[m] p,(rA, f) < (pJ(m, q) + t:)Alog[q] [rL(r)]

(4.19)

holds for all large values of r. So from (4.18) and (4.19) we obtain for all
sufficiently large values of r,
log[pl p,(r, fog) < (pJ(m, q) + t:)AB0 log[q] [rL(r)].

(4.20)
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From (4.20) it follows that PJa9 (p,q) < oo.
Thus we arrive at a contradiction. This proves the theorem. •
In the line of Theorem 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.2.2 we may respectively state
the following two theorems whose proofs are given below.

Theorem 4.2.4 Let f and g be two entire functions such that 0 < .AJ:9 (p, q) <
pj;9 (p, q) < oo and 0 < p;· (m, q) < oo where p, q, m are positive integers
such that q < min {p, m} . Then for any integer A

PJ:9 (p,q) <l"
log1Pip,(r,fog)
•
1m sup
.
r->oo log m 1 p,(rA, g) - A~ (m, q) - r->oo loglml p,(rA, g)

.) . . flog1Pip,(r,fog) <
[
(z 11m m

Further if

(ii)

.x;· (m, q) > 0 then
.AJ:g(p, q) < r . flogiPI p,(r, fog) < .AJ:g(P, q)
1
Apf (m, q) - ~~ loglml p,(rA, g) - A.Af (m, q)
logiPI p,(r, fog) < PJ:9 (p, q)
.
< 11msup
[
•
- r->oo logm1p,(rA,g) - A.At (m,q)

and

(iii)
<
{ .AJ:9 (p, q)
PJ:9 (p, q) } < 1"
logiPI p,(r, fog)
1
- max A.Af (m, q)' Apf (m, q) - ~~p loglml p,(rA, g) ·

Proof. (i) From the definition of L* - (p, q)th order we have for arbitrary
positive E and for all large values of r,
logiPI p,(r, fog) < (pJ:9 (p, q)

+ t:) loglql

[reL(r)J

(4.21)

and for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity,
loglml p,(rA, g) > A (p~· (m, q) -

E) loglql [reL(r) J .

(4.22)

Now from (4.21) and (4.22) it follows for a sequence of values of r tending to
infinity,
logiPI p,(r, fog) <
PJ:9 (p, q) + E
loglmlp,(rA,g) - A(~"(m,q) -E)"
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As E (> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that
· l"

PJ:9 (p,q)
~~ loglmlJt(rA,g) - Apf(m,q)"

1

. flog!Pltt(r,fog) <

(4.23)

Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity,
log!Pl Jt(r, fog)

> (pJ: 9 (p, q)- E) log[q] [reL(r)] .

(4.24)

Also for all sufficiently large values of r,
loglmlJt(rA,g) <A(p~"(m,q)+E)log[q] [reL(r)].

(4.25)

So combining (4.24) and (4.25) we get for a sequence of values of r tending
to infinity,
log!Pl Jt(r, fog) > PJ;9(p, q) - E
loglmlJt(rA,g) - A(pf(m,q)+E)"
Since E (> 0) is arbitrary it follows that
.
log!Pl Jt(r, fog) > PJ:9(P, q)
l1m sup
r->oo log [m J Jt(rA, g) - A PgL* ( m, q) .

(4.26)

Thus (i) follows from (4.23) and (4.26). •
(ii) From the definition of L*- (p, q)th lower 'order we have for arbitrary
positive E and for all large values of r,
log!Pl Jt(r, fog)

>

(>.J:

9

(p, q) -E) log[q] [reL(r)] .

(4.27)

Now from (4.25) and (4.27) it follows for all large values of r,
log!Pl J..L(r, fog)
loglmlJ..L(rA,g)

>-j:9(p, q)- E
> A(pf(m,q)+E)"

As E (> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that
flog!Pl Jt(r, f 0 g) > >-y:g(p, q)
~~ loglmJ Jt(rA,g) - Apf(m,q)"

r .
1

(4.28)

Again for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity,
log!Pl Jt(r, fog) <

(>-J:9(p, q) +E) log[q]

[reL(r)]

(4.29)
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and for all large values of r,
log[m] J.L(rA,g) >A (>.;'(m, q)-

c) log[q]

[reL(r)].

(4.30)

So combining (4.29) and (4.30) we get for a sequence of values of r tending
to infinity,
log[pl J.L(r, fog)
>-j:9 (p, q) + c
log[m] J.L(rA, g) < A(>.f(m, q) -c)"
Since c (> 0) is arbitrary it follows that
[p]
.
L' (
)
flog J.L(r, f 0 g) < ).fog p, q
1
~~ log[m]J.L(rA,g) - A>.f(m,q)"

r .

(4.31)

Also for a sequence of values of r tending to infinity,
log[m] J.L( rA, g)

<A(

.x;· (m, q) + c) log[q] [reL(r) J .

(4.32)

Now from (4.27) and (4.32) we obtain for a sequence of values of r tending
to infinity,
log[pl J.L(r, fog)
>-j:9 (p, q) - c
log[m]J.L(rA,g) > A(>.f(m,q)+c)"
As c (> 0) is arbitrary we get that

r

log[plJ.L(r,fog) > >.y;g(p,q)
l~s!p log[m]J.L(rA.,g) - A>.f(m,q)"

(4.33)

Again from (4.21) and (4.30) it follows for all large values of r,
log[pl J.L(r, fog) < PJ;9 (p, q) + c
log[m] J.L(rA, g) - A(>.f (m, q) -c)"
As c (> 0) is arbitrary we obtain that
I'

1

log[pl J.L(r, fog) < PJ:9 (p, q)
~~p log[m] J.L(rA,g) - A>.f(m, q)"

Thus (ii) follows from (4.28),(4.31),(4.33) and (4.34).
(iii) Combining (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4.2.4, (iii) follows.

(4.34)
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Theorem 4. 2. 5 If f and g be two entire functions with p~ • (m, q) < oo and
py;9 (p, q) = oo, then for every positive number A,

.
log[pl J.L(r, f o g)
l
.1msup
[
=oo,
r-->oo
log m 1J.L(rA, g)

where p, q, m are positive integers with q <min {p, m}.
Proof. Let us assume that the conclusion of Theorem 4.2.5 does not hold. Then
there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all sufficiently large values of r,

(4.35)
Again from the definition of pf (m, q) it follows that
(4.36)
holds for all large values of r. So from (4.35) and (4.36) we obtain for all
sufficiently large values of r,
log[plJ.L(r,jog) < (p;·(m,q)+E)AClog[q]

[reL(r)].

(4.37)

From (4.37) it follows that py;9 (p, q) < oo.
So we arrive at a contradiction.This proves the theorem. •
Remark 4.2.2 If we take pf(m,q) < oo instead of p~·(m,q) < oo in
Theorem 4.2.5 and the other conditions remain the same then the theorem remains valid with g replaced by f in the denominator as we see in the following
theorem.
Theorem 4.2.6 Iff and g be two entire functions with pf (m, q)
PJ:9 (p, q) = oo, then for every positive number A,

log[plJ.L(r,fog)
.
= oo,
l1msup
r-->oo
log[m] J.L(rA, f)

where p, q, m are positive integers with q < min {p, m}.

< oo and
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Proof. Let us assume that the conclusion of Theorem 4.2.6 do not hold.Then
there exists a constant Co > 0 such that for all sufficiently large values of r,

(4.38)
Again from the definition of pf (m, q) it follows that
log[m] f.l(rA, f) < (p~· (m, q)

+ E)A log[q]

[reL(r) J

(4.39)

holds for all large values of r. So from (4.38) and (4.39) we obtain for all
sufficiently large values of r,
log[pl f.l(r, fog) < (p~· (m, q)

+ E)ACo log[q]

PJ:

[reL(r)] .

From (4.40) it follows that
(p, q) < oo.
9
So we arrive at a contradiction. Thus the theorem is established. •

******X******

(4.40)

